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Objectives of the Workshop 

• Understanding AQ as a framework to enhance 
students’ ability in managing their adversity in 
school and at home 

• Learning skills to help students to cope with 
adversity in an effective manner 

• Acquiring techniques to facilitate students to 
stay positive and overcome adversities at the 
Smart Teen Challenge Camp by guiding them 
to manage their own resilience 

 



What is AQ – Adversity Quotient? 

Dr. Paul G. Stoltz: 

• AQ describes a person’s hardwired pattern of 
response to all forms and magnitudes of 
adversity, from major tragedies to minor 
annoyances 

• It is about how one responds to adversity in 
the deepest and most automatic recesses of 
the brain and every cell in the body 

• AQ is the precise, measurable, unconscious 
pattern of how one responds to adversity 



Response Ability 

• The ability to control your own response to 
anything that may arise 

• The capacity to maintain clarity, focus, and 
direction in adversity-rich times 

• The extent of your ability to respond 
effectively to whatever comes your way 

• A new conceptual framework for 
strengthening ourselves and others for long-
term effort 



Four Dimensions of AQ 

• Control  

• Ownership 

• Reach 

• Endurance 



Control (控制) 

• The extent to perceive positive influence to 
improve a situation 

• The extent one can control his/her own response 
to a given situation 

• Two types of Response Control  
1. Delayed Response Control  

– Internal: harmful thoughts with controlled 
behavior 

– External: outward eruptions followed by damage 
control 

2. Spontaneous Response Control  
– thought control with constructive response and 

positive influence 



Ownership (擁有權) 

• Accountability (負有責任) 

• Extent of taking it upon oneself to improve the 
situation at hand regardless of its cause 

• Whatever goes wrong, you play a role in the 
recovery regardless of fault or cause 

• Fosters healthy interdependence (互相依賴), 
greater agility (靈活) and authentic trust 
without blaming 



Reach (影響範圍) 

• How far you let adversity go into other areas 
of your work and life 

• Your perception of the size and extent of the 
problems 

• A highly private matter 

• Evoke the most fear and worry 



Endurance (持久性) 

• How long one perceives the adversity will 
endure 

• The ability to limit how long the adversity 
would endureenable (持續可能) oneself to 
remain buoyant 趨於上升 and determined 
(果斷的) 



Assessing AQ 

• Adversity Response Profile (ARP) QuickTake 

• To be distributed by facilitators to each 
participant 

• ARP needs to be returned by the end of the 
workshop 





Interpretation of AQ Scores 

• High AQ (178 – 200) 
– Elite (精英) who routinely face and overcome 

adversities of all magnitudes with short-lived setbacks 
and contained 

• Moderately High AQ (161 – 177) 
– More effective than most people at dealing with 

difficulties and setbacks (挫折) but when adversity 
piles up, it becomes more of a burden than necessary 

• Moderate AQ (135 – 160) 
– Majority of people fall in this range. 
– Fare well with many difficulties but when adversities 

mount and you become fatigued, they may wear you 
down unnecessarily 



Interpretation of AQ Scores (cont’d) 

• Moderately Low AQ (118 – 134)  
– You may handle some setbacks relatively well but 

when the world becomes increasingly complex, 
chaotic, and challenging, you may be suffering 
unnecessarily 

• Low AQ (117 and below) 
– Don’t despair(不要絕望)! It simply explains why 

life can seem so overwhelming and difficult at 
times. Improving AQ may become a 
transformational experience as you discover a 
large pool of untapped potential and enjoyment 



Three Categories of People in 
Responding to Adversity 

• Climbers 

• Campers 

• Quitters 



Some Features of Climbers 

• Dedicated to a lifelong ascent (終身提高) 

• Have an inner relentlessness (持續性) to 
immunize (使免疫) them from adversity 

• Make things happen 

• Tenacious (堅持) and refuse to accept defeat (挫
敗) for long 

• Continue to think in terms of possibilities and 
rarely allow any internal factor or external 
obstacle to get in the way of ascent 

• Learn from each challenge, adapt and grow 

 



Some Features of Campers 

• Retired climbers 

• Got the work done sufficiently but not strive 
as hard or sacrifice as much as once did 

• Reached some limits but not beyond 

• Represent half-tapped potential 

• Got tired of the ascent of mountain and found 
security and stability of the campground 

• Gradually atrophy (萎縮) and lose their ability 
to climb 



Some Features of Quitters 

• Retired years ago but never bothered to tell 
anybody 

• Overwhelmed (壓到) by challenge of the 
ascent and gave up their high pursuits 

• Ignore, mask, or desert their basic core human 
drive to ascend 

• Bitter and depressed about life 

• Resentful (怨恨) of climbers and even 
campers around 



Techniques to Improve AQ 

Climbing School Model 

• Level I: CORE Awareness 

• Level II: LEAD Sequence 



Level I: CORE Awareness 

Six Ways to Improve AQ Radar 

1. AQ on television 

2. AQ on radio 

3. AQ in conversation 

4. Reading for AQ 

5. AQ in art 

6. AQ on the net 



Small Group Exercise 

• In groups of 5 

• Identify the CORE elements in your sharing of 
feelings when facing adversity (moving in the 
darkness in the icebreaking game) 

– How one describes the challenges 

– What one thinks, says and does in responding to 
moving in darkness 

– Estimate one’s degree of AQ based on his/her 
responses to the icebreaking game and compare 
with your APR result 



Level II: LEAD Sequence 

A highly precise, effective, and compassionate 
(有同情心的) problem-solving model 

• Listen to your CORE Response 

• Establish Accountability 

• Analyze the Evidence 

• Do Something 

Help to strengthen focus, clarity, and decision 
making 

 



LEAD Sequence: Listen 

• Listen to your CORE Response 

– Examples: 

• This is a real disaster for failing the exam (Reach) 

• I’ll never pull out of this mess (Endurance) 

• Well, there’s nothing I can do about it now (Control) 

• I hope my teacher knows what to do with this 
(Ownership) 

– Shine a light directly on your AQ and CORE 
interrupting the pattern of response creating a 
biochemical change that allows the brain to 
consciously alter what takes place 



Guiding Questions to Listen 

When adversity strikes 

• Do you hear a low or high AQ (based on CORE)? 

• How much control to better the situation does 
your response indicate? 

• To what extent do you take it upon yourself to 
better the situation? 

• How far-reaching and long-lasting is the adversity, 
based on your response? 

• What CORE dimensions are playing the most 
significant role? 

 

 



LEAD Sequence: Establish Accountability 

• An internal call to arms, a noble request for 
doing what is right 

• To determine the part of situation you are   
responsible for improving to even a minor 
degree, no matter how small 

• To strengthen Control and create an inward 
momentum toward action (行動的內在動力). 

 

 



Guiding Qs to Establish Accountability 

• If you were to pick one small facet or even in 
the tiniest way of the entire situation, what 
would it be or you most want to help improve? 

• What do you know will happen for sure in the 
next 24 to 48 hours for all things you 
mentioned that will happen? 

• Of the items on your list, which one do you 
most want to work on? 

 



LEAD Sequence: Analyze Evidence 

• Separates facts from the assumptions that 
make up any low-AQ response and clears 
away all barriers to meaningful action 

• Shakes loose all of the damaging assumptions 
of a lower-than-ideal AQ 



Guiding Qs to Analyze Evidence 

• What evidence is there that this has to be out 
of your Control? 

• What evidence is there that this has to be far-
reaching? 

• What evidence is there that this has to last a 
long time? 



LEAD Sequence: Do Something 

• Go beyond a primitive and overwhelming list 
of actions to specific steps you must take to 
address the facets of the adversity that most 
concern you 

• Use the Action Funnel 



Guiding Qs to Do Something 

• Specifically, what could you do to have more 
control? 

• Specifically, what could you do to limit how far 
this adversity reaches? 

• Specifically, what could you do to get past this 
adversity? 



Action Funnel 

• A precise plan of attack in doing something of 
D in the LEAD sequence by asking: 

1. Of the list of actions, which one do you commit 
to taking first? 

2. Specifically, by when will this be begun or 
completed? 

3. What help is required? 



Psychological Conditions for Adolescent 

• Healthy separation from parents 

• Learning relatedness to others 

• How to love 

• Starting the individuation process to achieve 
independency which could provide meaning in 
life to adolescents  



Recap of the Workshop 

• Definition of AQ 

• CORE dimensions of AQ 

• Categories of people 

• Techniques to improve AQ 

– Climbing School Model 

• Level I: CORE Awareness 

• Level II: LEAD Sequence 
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